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Abstract

The value of research data has grown as the emphasis on research trans-
parency and data-intensive research has increased. Data sharing is now
required by funders and publishers and is becoming a disciplinary ex-
pectation in many fields. However, practices promoting data reusability
and research transparency are poorly understood, making it difficult for
statisticians and other researchers to reframe study methods to facilitate
data sharing. This article reviews the larger landscape of open research
and describes contextual information that data reusers need to understand,
evaluate, and appropriately analyze shared data. The article connects data
reusability to statistical thinking by considering the impact of the type and
quality of shared research artifacts on the capacity to reproduce or replicate
studies and examining quality evaluation frameworks to understand the na-
ture of data errors and how they can be mitigated prior to sharing. Actions
statisticians can take to update their research approaches for their own and
collaborative investigations are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data generated from research studies are increasingly valued as a primary research product by fun-
ders, societies, publishers, and scholars. The elevated importance of publicly accessible research
data is a natural outgrowth of multiple recent transformations in research culture and practice
(R. Soc. 2012; NASEM 2018, 2019). First, the enormous quantity and variety of data accessible to
researchers have led to an explosive array of new types of investigations and methodologies that
leverage and increase the value of data sources. Second, in response to the reproducibility crisis
in scientific research, scholarly communities are demanding more transparency, especially more
thorough documentation of studies with shared data, code, and other artifacts so that others can
reproduce or replicate study findings. Finally, these forces, combined with the internet’s vastly in-
creased capacity for seamless remote collaboration and sharing of digital objects, have profoundly
changed the practice of research through the paradigm of open science (hereafter referred to as
open research1), which views open communication and transparency in research as essential to
evaluating research claims and advancing knowledge (R. Soc. 2012, NASEM 2018).

As a result, research funders, scholarly publishers, and disciplinary communities now com-
monly expect a peer-reviewed article to be paired with publicly accessible digital artifacts that
enable studies to be reproduced and replicated and new studies to be explored with the shared
data. Key among these artifacts are the data that generate research findings and the documenta-
tion necessary to understand and reuse the data. Funders and publishers are additionally requiring
researchers tomake accessible detailed descriptions of themethods used to collect, process, and an-
alyze the data, often in the form of computer code for data processing and analyses. Some scholars
view this evolution as ultimately leading to a time when the data themselves will be the key re-
search output from studies to which papers are attached (Bourne 2005,Mons et al. 2011, Velterop
& Schultes 2020).

Many disciplines are not well equipped to fully embrace these new forms of transparency. In
particular, standard research practice for many scholarly fields does not include the necessary
elements to ensure shared data are carefully prepared,well documented, and thus able to withstand
public scrutiny.Doing so requires attention to study design,measurement, and data processing and
analysis in a way that proactively anticipates the need to share data and other research outputs as
artifacts of a scholarly paper. These topics all connect to statistical practice and will fundamentally
change how the field of statistics intersects with other disciplines and how statisticians approach
data sharing and transparency in their own research.

This article explores these topics through the concept of data reusability—the capacity for
another user to assess the relevance of a data source for their study, evaluate its quality and limi-
tations, and appropriately use the data in answering new questions. While some disciplines have
robust data sharing practices, what makes data reusable in practice is not well understood by most
researchers. In particular, more emphasis on statistical thinking is needed to construct a rigorous
research process that will generate high-quality data and other artifacts.

The remainder of this review is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on open
research and research transparency and how they are shaping research policy and culture. Section 3
explores the concept of data reusability, reviews factors that promote reusability by data users,
and describes practices for producing reusable data. Section 4 focuses on statistical elements of
data generation by considering issues that arise in reproducibility and replicability studies and
discussing frameworks for assessing the quality of data before they are shared and as they are

1Open research (or open scholarship) is an alternative term for open science that recognizes that research
transparency and sharing of research artifacts apply to nonscientific fields.
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used. Section 5 offers actions that statisticians and other researchers can take to support research
transparency in their own investigations. The article concludes by encouraging statisticians to
becomemore involved in learning about and applying transparent researchmethods in their teams
and their own work, as well as to increase their attention to statistical aspects of data generation
that affect data quality and inference.

2. CHANGES IN RESEARCH CULTURE AND POLICY

2.1. Open Research and Research Transparency

The importance of data sharing was presciently articulated in a 1985 National Research Council
report (NRC 1985), but it was not until the early 2010s that a mass movement for data sharing
emerged. In a report titled “Science as an Open Enterprise,” the Royal Society outlined recom-
mendations for updating the centuries-old concept of openness through peer-reviewed articles,
expanding modes of exchange to capitalize on today’s computing infrastructures and collabora-
tive tools (R. Soc. 2012). This report called for “intelligent openness” of shared digital research
products—in other words, it called for products to be accessible to others, intelligible through
complete and understandable documentation, assessable for evaluating shared outputs and re-
search findings, and usable for future purposes. The report spawned influential initiatives in the
European Union and elsewhere to promote research data sharing (e.g., FAIR data, discussed
below). In the USA, a White House policy memo (Holdren 2013) directed major government
research funders to require public access to research data and publications from funded projects
except when prevented by privacy and confidentiality, proprietary, or national security concerns.
Many governments and funders responded in kind (NASEM2018), and a new era of open research
and data sharing commenced.

To improve and accelerate the practice of data sharing and reuse in open science, Wilkinson
et al. (2016) proposed the now widely accepted FAIR Guiding Principles for sharing data
and other artifacts (https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles), reflecting the recommendations
laid out in the Royal Society’s report. Largely focused on the machine actionability of shared
data, the FAIR principles call for data to be findable via internet search, accessible to a person
wanting to explore and use a data source, interoperable with computer systems and other data
through the use of common standards and vocabularies, and reusable by another user (Wilkinson
et al. 2016). The reusability principle aims to facilitate data reuse by providing detailed metadata
(i.e., documentation describing the data source) that enable data to be replicated or combined in
novel settings. In particular, this principle calls for data andmetadata to be “richly described with a
plurality of accurate and relevant attributes” that include a clear and accessible data usage license
and detailed provenance and that adhere to domain-relevant community standards (Wilkinson
et al. 2016). The global community’s understanding and implementation of these principles
have continued to mature through more complete specifications of metadata requirements to fa-
cilitate FAIR implementation and data stewardship competencies required to effectively prepare
and share data.

Open research hinges on research transparency as a long-standing and necessary part of the
scientific process that enables evaluation, correction, and extension of research findings. Research
transparency is a multidimensional concept that includes sharing of data and information on study
design, methods, materials, and analyses used during an investigation. Dimensions include data
transparency (or sharing), which provides the basic evidence that undergirds research findings
(Moravcsik 2019); production transparency, which specifies the steps taken to review, edit, and
manipulate data prepared for analysis (Moravcsik 2019); and analytic transparency, which refers
to the statistical procedures and code that generate the research results described in an article
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(Lupia & Elman 2014). All of these forms of transparency are important in enabling a new user
to understand, assess, and appropriately reuse the data source.

2.2. Broader Ecosystem Influences on Open Research and Transparency

A complex ecosystem of organizations and initiatives influences research culture and practice and
has been instrumental in promoting open research and transparency. Research institutions, dis-
ciplinary societies, scholarly publishers, and research funders promote research transparency in
their policies and programs with a mix of mandates, rewards, and frameworks that guide system
change in the research ecosystem. While this review focuses on choices statisticians and other
researchers can make to foster transparency and data reuse, it is useful to understand the external
context and activities that are shaping the move toward open research.

Most funders have deepened their data sharing policies to require public access to research
data as a condition of funding, with exceptions for privacy, proprietary, or national security
concerns. For example, the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) significantly updated their
data management and sharing policy with more-detailed expectations for documenting shared
data and code and postgrant reviews by the program officer (NIH 2020). The European Research
Council has similar policies and emphasizes adhering to FAIR principles (ERC 2022). Funders
typically allow the grant budget to include support for robust data stewardship and appropriate
computing and data storage infrastructure, and some sponsors also offer funding programs to
establish services to ease the burden of sharing and reusing data and training programs for data
sharing tools and research.

Research institutions have responded to these requirements by updating campus policies, com-
puting infrastructure, and staffing to support public access to data.Higher education and scientific
associations have fostered this transformation through initiatives to promote institutional and cul-
tural change. For example, US higher education associations have convened academic institutions
for discussions on creating campus teams, data policies, and information technology and training
needed to support researchers in responsibly sharing their data, which resulted in the publica-
tion of a “Guide to Accelerate Public Access to Research Data” for stewarding change at research
institutions (Smith et al. 2021). The US National Academies convened the Roundtable on Align-
ing Incentives for Open Science to catalyze changes in academic research practice and culture,
and published a toolkit for fostering open science practices with helpful tips on research practice
(NASEM 2021a). In the second phase of their work, Roundtable participants are organizing com-
munities for research institutions, funders, and disciplinary societies to discuss potential strategies
and challenges that arise in supporting open research (e.g., https://www.heliosopen.org).

Societies also represent a critical lever in changing culture and practice and have held
their own convenings to explore how they can support research transparency and openness via
scholarly publishing and disciplinary norms. For example, the American Geophysical Union
collaborated with more than a dozen societies to host a yearlong data sharing seminar series
(https://wesharedata.org), attended by numerous societies and a wide range of individuals and
organizations in theUSA and abroad. Some societies have developed initiatives to improve the un-
derstanding of research transparency and researcher responsibilities. Examples include the Data
Access and Research Transparency initiative for political science research (Lupia & Elman 2014)
and similar guidelines for artificial intelligence research (Gundersen et al. 2018). Societies have
also established awards for data sharing and reuse. For example, the Federation of American So-
cieties for Experimental Biology has collaborated with the NIH to support the DataWorks! Prize
(https://www.faseb.org/resources/data-science-and-informatics/dataworks).

Scholarly publishing is another driver because of its key role in disseminating knowledge
from research studies and documenting achievements of researchers. Many publishers have
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implemented policies and operations to support research transparency using theTransparency and
Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines for publishers established by the Center for Open Sci-
ence (Open Sci. Collab. 2015).The TOPGuidelines have eight modules of standards for scholarly
publishers that can be adopted incrementally. Several modules support data, process, and analytic
transparency, including modules for sharing of design decisions, data, and code for analytic meth-
ods. Recognition of a researcher’s contributions is fostered through citation guidelines for data,
code, and materials. Publishers can advocate for reproducibility and reduce publication bias (i.e.,
bias in the published record resulting from submitting and accepting manuscripts on the basis of
the direction or significance of the outcomes) by adoptingmodules for publishing replication stud-
ies and null results.Modules for preregistration of studies and of analysis plans can be implemented
to reduce the potential for p-hacking and increase transparency of planned hypotheses.

In the USA, federal agencies are adopting open research and transparency practices for
their internal research activities. For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration has initiated an agency-wide program to fully adopt the paradigm of open science in
its research operations (NASA 2022). Even statistical offices are considering transparency and
reusability, as exemplified by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(NASEM) and discussions in the European Union (e.g., Luhman et al. 2019, NASEM 2021b).
More broadly, the Foundations for Evidence-Based PolicyMaking Act of 2018 (H.R. 4174) is lead-
ing to a government-wide transformation in archiving and reusing data for policy and program
development and evaluation.

The movement toward increased research transparency is being embraced by all sectors of the
research ecosystem.While much progress has been made, work remains across all sectors, partic-
ularly in how research culture and recognition are defined by scholarly fields and academia.With
respect to data sharing, a key challenge to widespread adoption by researchers is a better under-
standing of what practices will enable data, production, and analytic transparency as a foundation
to effective, efficient, and impactful reuse of publicly available research data.

3. DATA REUSABILITY AND RESEARCH PRACTICE

3.1. Data Reusability

Information scientists define data reuse as “the secondary use of data for a purpose other than the
original intention of the data producer” (Faniel et al. 2016, p. 1404). In practice, the goal of data
reuse ranges from reproducibility studies, which attempt to reproduce the findings and statistics
cited in an article using the same data and procedures, to replication studies that use the same
research methods to collect new data, possibly in a different context, to entirely new research
endeavors that analyze shared data to address a novel question, sometimes in combination with
other data sources (e.g., metanalysis).

Data reusability is the ability of a new user to reuse data for a new purpose. Data reusability
in this context recognizes that in the process of data reuse, researchers seek to accomplish several
tasks, including selecting the data source, understanding the data and their context, and appropri-
ately analyzing the shared data for new purposes. This perspective is related to the R in FAIR but
is more focused on researcher practice.

Fostering data reusability is obviously essential to reaping the benefits of shared data. This
section explores the attributes of a shared data source that enable reusers to execute tasks in using
the data for a new purpose. Much of what is needed is under the control of the researcher who
produces the shared data source. Thus, this section also examines approaches to producing and
sharing research data that facilitate research transparency and address data producer concerns.
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3.2. Data Reuser Needs

Information scientists have examined data reuse behaviors in several disciplines to better under-
stand the tasks researchers engage in and the context needed to select and confidently reuse shared
data. The specific information and strategies used in evaluating data reusability vary by study
purpose and disciplines, but some commonalities exist across fields of study.

Data users evaluate reusability of a potential data source by determining the relevance of the
data to their study goals, understanding the content of the data, and evaluating whether the data
are trustworthy (Faniel & Jacobsen 2010). The relevance of a data source is generally assessed at
a high level via a small set of scoping parameters that express study requirements. For example,
researchers may look for the presence of specific variables important to their study goals and assess
whether the time period, location, and/or population represented by the data will support their
investigation (Faniel & Jacobsen 2010).

Understanding the data and evaluating their credibility aremore detailed processes that depend
on granular information (Faniel & Yakel 2017, Faniel et al. 2019).While metadata describing the
variables in the data are obviously critical, many other types of documentation are essential to
understanding the context of the data generation process, data quality, how to analyze the data,
and their appropriate uses.Data users need detailed descriptions of studymaterials and procedures
to evaluate methods that generated the data, in addition to well-documented code for processing,
analyzing, and creating statistical summaries from the data. Researchers also use this information
to identify assumptions, flaws, and limitations in the data and evaluate how they affect their own
investigation. Other information on data provenance and permissible uses is expressed in data use
agreements or licenses (Willis & Stodden 2020).Data reusers rely on the quality and completeness
of the documentation to understand the data, and consider the professionalism and completeness
of the documentation, the use of standards, and their own perception of its correctness in assessing
their trustworthiness (Faniel & Yakel 2017).

Information external to the shared digital objects also contributes to assessments of data
reusability. Researchers review prior published articles based on the data to validate their qual-
ity, understand their scope of application, and gain insights into how to properly analyze the data
(Faniel et al. 2019). In addition, reusers examine reputational information to evaluate both the
quality of the data and their credibility, particularly for the repository where data reside and the
data producer’s institutional affiliation and graduate training.

The implication of researcher practices in assessing data reusability is that much more than the
metadata describing the data variables must be shared if data are to be reusable by others. Faniel
et al. (2019) summarize context reusers’ needs by grouping them into three types: (a) data produc-
tion information, including research objectives, data collection methods, and materials used, as
well as data issues such as missingness, analysis methods, and producer information; (b) repository
information, including data provenance, repository curation practices, and repository reputation
and history; and (c) data reuse information, including information on prior reuse, advice on reuse
(from papers or workshops), and terms of use. Stodden (2015) offers a complementary list of items
that facilitate reproducibility reuses of data. She emphasizes the details needed on the statisti-
cal and computational methods used to generate research findings, such as data processing and
analysis steps and information on software and algorithms used in computations.

3.3. Producer Approaches to Improving Data Reusability

The requirements associated with generating and sharing reusable data sources often repre-
sent a profound change in a researcher’s practice. Data producers face many unknowns, such as
how to adapt their research process to create more comprehensive documentation and address
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concerns about reputational exposure. They are also frequently unaware of the benefits of
transparent research practices to the quality and impact of their research.

While creating effective documentation can be difficult due to the complexity of the research
process and the implicit knowledge researchers have about specific tasks in the process (Borgman
2012, Faniel et al. 2019), approaches are emerging that improve the process and minimize effort
of developing documentation. Alter & Gonzalez (2018) note that creating clear and transpar-
ent documentation of the research process and data is most easily accomplished as an integrated
part of the standard research pipeline.To facilitate sharing and reuse of data,Dempsey et al. (2022)
recommend adopting a perspective that views data as always being updated and benefiting from
the application of FAIR practices throughout the research project. By continuously applying FAIR
practices, their approach avoids ineffective and burdensome practices of post hoc data formatting
and documentation development that often limit the reusability of shared data.

Incorporating transparency into a research pipeline calls for a much stronger emphasis on
prestudy planning (Alter & Gonzalez 2018, Dempsey et al. 2022). Proactively identifying stan-
dards for protocols and data, specifying the workflows needed for each task and automating where
possible, and determining what documentation will be collected and how it will be captured and
maintained before collecting any data all significantly reduce time and cost burdens and improve
the consistency of protocol execution and of data quality and reusability (Mikytuck et al. 2022).

Tools for managing and documenting workflows and for dynamically updating data and docu-
mentation are increasingly available to assist in this effort, although more training and education
are needed. Alter &Gonzalez (2018) offer a list of resources for understanding research workflows
and tools for documentation that support production and analytic transparency for social science
data, and NASEM (2019) offer a review of workflow tools and approaches. Many researchers
already use interactive collaboration tools for managing and tracking versions of workflows, soft-
ware, and data. Common platforms include GitHub, Jupyter notebooks, and the Open Science
Framework.Dempsey et al. (2022) recommend a number of lightweight applications that can facil-
itate capture of data and workflows so that data are born FAIR.Recognizing that not all researchers
have the skills to employ these tools, they discuss the benefits of incorporating a computer scien-
tist into research teams to support automation in the research pipeline, which notably increases
efficiency for the researchers by improving error detection and correction, algorithms for data
analysis, and preparation of data and code to accompany peer-reviewed manuscript submissions.

The care taken in standardizing, automating, and documenting the research process has ad-
ditional benefits. Producers are often concerned about risking their reputations by exposing
inadvertent errors in their research output. Although unintended errors are an inevitable part
of the research process, the work put into creating workflows and clear protocol documentation
minimizes the risk of data generation and processing errors and increases the ability of a new user
to understand the data source and how to reuse it. Transparency in the discovery and resolution
of errors is also a well-accepted practice and is essential to efficient scientific progress.

Another benefit is reducing the potential for data to be misused by others, a concern expressed
by data producers (Fecher et al. 2015). Quality documentation about the research process, espe-
cially about how data are analyzed, is important to prevent misuse. In addition, creating a data use
agreement or license for the data is critical because it describes the data, their ownership, terms
for their use and attribution, and requirements for protecting them (Alter &Gonzalez 2018).Data
licenses are especially useful for data that need to be restricted due to privacy and confidentiality,
proprietary, or national security concerns.

Many researchers do not share data because of confidentiality or proprietary restrictions.
However, even if data are restricted, information about the restricted data can still be made
publicly accessible, including the existence of the data, their content, and the terms of access
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(Alter &Gonzalez 2018). In some fields, repositories have been specially developed to standardize
and reduce burden in addressing confidentiality. For example, TalkBank (https://talkbank.org)
supports both producers and users of video data of children for language development re-
search by offering a secure repository with standardized protocols and required data access and
use agreements. The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR;
https://www.icpsr.umich.edu) has an extensive history of secure access for social science data
and offers multiple mechanisms for restricted data access.

More broadly, repositories are a key resource in making data or their existence publicly acces-
sible and ensuring long-term preservation of research artifacts. Much of the work on reusability
has aimed to define repository practices to increase data reusability (e.g., Faniel & Yakel 2017).
Repository curation practices increasingly place a priority on evaluating data and documentation
prior to deposit, sometimes involving additional curation to improve the accessibility and quality
of shared objects (e.g., Peer & Green 2012). Repositories often support FAIR principles to the
extent possible, which includes ensuring that all digital objects are assigned unique, resolvable
persistent identifiers (PIDs) for future users and creating automated processes for data curation
and use (Cousijn et al. 2022). Note that PIDs are critical for automation and documentation in
data sharing. In addition to identifying the data and metadata, they provide links to context such
as the researcher, their institution, their funder, and publications that use the data. PIDs are in-
strumental in tracking future uses of the data and giving credit to the researchers who produced
the shared resource, and they are integral to services such as DATACITE and CHORUS that au-
tomatically interlink articles, data, and other shared artifacts with their authors, institutions, and
funding sources.

Data reusability can be affected by the availability of computational and software resources re-
quired to use shared data. To the degree possible, researchers should use open source software and
tools to improve access to the resources needed to reuse data sources (NASEM 2019). An emerg-
ing practice for facilitating reuse, especially for restricted or complex data sources, is the use of
“containers,” or software packages that contain all of the elements needed to run an application
in any computing environment. These technologies (e.g., Docker) enable the data and accom-
panying software code to be shared as an application that does not depend on future data users’
computing environment.Whole Tale (Brinckman et al. 2019) is another platform to package data,
software, and computing environments for reproducibility studies and future reuse.

Other practices that data producers may be unaware of include data embargo periods and data
availability statements. Data producers concerned about completing their research prior to others
reusing the data canmake the existence of the data publicly known and establish a limited embargo
on the data source’s use before it will be shared, although this optionmay be less available given the
recent USWhite House policy mandate (Nelson 2022) to make publications and their supporting
research data from federally funded research immediately publicly accessible. Also, journals are
now requiring manuscripts to include data availability statements, which describe where and how
supporting data can be accessed, facilitate credit for the producer, and create more opportunity
for future use and downstream impact of the shared data.

4. STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPROVING
DATA REUSABILITY

Statistical science is at the heart of ensuring the quality and effectiveness of research investiga-
tions. Statistical thinking promotes scholarly rigor and is essential for generating reusable data
and ensuring the quality of data and other products generated from a study. Most germane for
data reusability are the rigor of the study design for acquiring and processing data and the quality
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of the data themselves. This section discusses reproducibility and replicability as special forms of
data reuse that serve as a check on different elements of the research process and which can high-
light flaws that arise in preparing data for sharing. Approaches to assessing data quality are also
summarized and identified as an area needing additional attention by statisticians.

4.1. Data Reusability in Reproducibility and Replicability Studies

Reusable research data are essential for evaluating the reproducibility or replicability of research
findings (Hardwicke et al. 2018). Conversely, the broader benefits of reusable and extensible re-
search can be realized when research artifacts are created to support reproducibility (Goeva et al.
2020).

NASEM (2019, p. 46) define reproducibility as “obtaining consistent results using the same
input data; computational steps, methods, and code; and conditions of analysis.” This definition is
synonymous with “computational reproducibility.”NASEM also define replicability as “obtaining
consistent results across studies aimed at answering the same scientific question, each of which has
obtained its own data.” Reproducibility and replicability are important elements of the process of
self-correction in scholarship (McNutt 2020), but they contribute in different ways.

A reproducibility study explores whether another user can obtain the same statistical sum-
maries cited in an article based on the data and code used to produce the results. To determine
reproducibility, one attempts to generate the same or sufficiently similar outcomes as those ob-
tained in the original study. Nonreproducibility may arise from statistical issues associated with
the conduct of the study (Stodden 2015) or difficulties in the accessibility and reusability of data,
code, and study documentation (NASEM 2019). Goodman et al. (2016) note that reproducibility
analyses address primarily the user’s trust that the findings and shared outputs are indeed what
have been represented in the article.

Replicability studies generate new data using the samemethods to assess whether outcomes are
consistent with evidence offered by the original study or collection of studies. In contrast to repro-
ducibility, replicability studies focus on adding evidence that could confirm or provide insights into
the veracity of conclusions from prior studies (Goodman et al. 2016). Inconsistent outcomes can
be useful and suggest new areas to pursue or novel insights into our understanding. Alternatively,
differences between replication and original study outcomes may emanate from shortcomings in
a study’s design, measurement process, analysis, or documentation needed to perform the study
with the same methods and newly collected data (NASEM 2019). In the following subsections, we
briefly examine statistical issues that that arise in reproducibility and replication studies that may
affect data reusability.

4.1.1. Examples of data reuse in reproducibility and replicability studies. Studies from a
wide range of fields have evaluated the reproducibility and replicability of published outcomes
(e.g., NASEM 2019, tables 4-1 and 4-2).Most of these studies involve selecting a set of journal ar-
ticles and attempting to reproduce or replicate original study findings using information provided
with the article or post hoc by the authors. These studies’ findings illustrate several statistical is-
sues that hamper data reusability, many of which are entangled in problems with accessibility and
documentation of research outputs.

Reproducibility studies require access to the data used to generate findings; the computational
steps taken, ideally as executable code; and information on the computing environment (NASEM
2019). Efforts to reproduce computational results have failed due to reusability issues related to
access and the quality of information provided. For example, Hardwicke et al. (2018) evaluated
data reusability for papers published in Cognition after its data sharing policy was implemented.
These authors found that 38% of data shared with articles following the implementation of a
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data sharing policy were not “in-principle reusable,” that is, accessible, complete, and understand-
able. The primary hurdles were the understandability of the data source and the completeness of
documentation, rather than accessibility. In evaluating computational reproducibility for a sam-
ple of articles with in-principle-reusable data, Hardwicke et al. (2018) found that 31% required
author assistance to reproduce the outcome and 37% were not reproducible even with author
assistance. This finding mirrors a broader evaluation by NASEM (2019, p. 9), which concluded
that “a number of systematic efforts to reproduce computational results across a variety of studies
have failed in more than one-half of the attempts made, mainly due to insufficient detail on digital
artifacts, such as data, code and computational workflow.” Hardwicke et al. (2018) describe nu-
merous preventable statistical errors hindering their reproducibility study, even when data were
in-principle reusable. These include the calculation, use, and reporting of standard deviations or
standard errors; p-values; test-statistic values; effect sizes; means or medians; degrees of freedom;
and confidence intervals.

As with reproducibility studies, replication studies require the use of data, code, workflows, and
other study documentation. They depend on shared data and summary statistics in designing a
replicate study and assessing whether outcomes of the replications are consistent. For example,
Errington et al. (2021) evaluate the replicability of preclinical cancer biology studies, reporting
on their attempts to replicate 193 experiments described in 53 high-impact articles. The authors
found that none of the papers was documented sufficiently for them to independently design a
replication protocol. Similar to the findings of Hardwicke et al. (2018), statistical reporting issues
included failing to provide key descriptive and inferential statistics (27%of experiments) or the test
associated with a test outcome (21% of experiments). Accessibility was a larger issue than reported
by Hardwicke et al. (2018). Only 2% of experiments were associated with publicly accessible data,
and when requests were made, authors provided raw data for only 16% of the experiments, sum-
mary statistics for 15%, and nothing for 68%. When they had enough information to calculate
sample sizes for their replications, Errington et al. (2021) found that many required larger sample
sizes for the replication experiment than used in the original study, for instance, 25% larger for
animal experiments.

4.1.2. Statistical considerations for data reuse in the context of reproducibility and repli-
cability. The state of reproducibility and replicability studies clearly indicates a need for more
involvement by statisticians in improving data reusability and minimizing errors in basic statistical
operations. Stodden (2015) discusses these issues through the lens of “statistical reproducibility,”
providing guidance on areas statisticians should highlight in their own work and collaborations
with researchers. She calls for increasing research transparency, especially by giving attention to
the quality and completeness of shared data, providing detail on steps taken during the research
process, and evaluating the sensitivity of results to the underlying data and models used to gen-
erate the findings. NASEM (2019) also highlight the need for increased transparency and outline
similar statistical design and reporting issues. Their recommendations apply to data generated
from designed studies and studies that incorporate external data sources such as administrative
data or forms of “found” data (e.g., transactional data, sensor streams).

Design of the study and data generationmechanism clearly affects the quality and reusability of
the data. For experimental and observational studies, a common issue affecting replicability is the
use of inadequate sample sizes for drawingmeaningful conclusions (Stodden 2015). Ideally, sample
sizes are determined in response to a design goal, but frequently resource constraints are used to
establish sample sizes. In these instances, it is especially important to evaluate whether meaningful
differences can be detected via a power analysis or whether the sample size is such that effect sizes
or other parameters can be estimated with precision. NASEM (2019) mention other practices
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that negatively influence the usability of data and are familiar to statisticians, such as failure to
randomize or blind studies or to account for variables in the design that reduce uncertainties
when making inferences on study goals.

Other statistical issues are more prominent when reusing found or large data sources. These
data sources often lack detailed provenance information describing how the data were generated.
NASEM (2019) and Stodden (2015) underscore the need to characterize uncertainties in these
data sources but note the difficulty of this task when the data generatingmechanism is hidden from
the user. They encourage assessing the data’s coverage with respect to the inference population,
determining whether important variables have been omitted, and looking for other error sources
that may limit the inferences made from found or administrative data. Given a lack of information
on the data generation process and the possibility that assumptions for statistical analyses may not
be met, Stodden (2015) recommends that the sensitivity of research findings be evaluated from
the perspective of how results change if the underlying data or the models used to produce the
findings are perturbed to a reasonable degree.

An increasingly common approach to promoting rigor in design and analysis is to preregister
(i.e., make publicly accessible) study designs and analysis plans prior to conducting studies.While
not statistical per se, preregistration is a form of transparency that documents the statistical design
decisions for the research project prior to initiating the study. An especially impactful form of pre-
registration is the use of registered reports (NASEM 2021a). Registered reports are articles that
describe study objectives and methodologies and are peer-reviewed and published prior to know-
ing study outcomes, with a commitment to publish results regardless of the outcome. Decisions
to accept a peer-reviewed registered report are based on the significance of the research ques-
tion and the quality of the proposed methods (Errington et al. 2021). Registered reports ensure a
refereed paper for the authors even if the results are null and represent a form of research trans-
parency that combats analysis flaws such as p-hacking, cherry-picking results, hypothesizing after
results are known (HARKing), and publication bias toward studies that demonstrate statistically
significant findings (NASEM 2019).

To improve research transparency and enable assessments of reproducibility and replicabil-
ity, many disciplines have developed guidelines specifying the detail with which statistical designs
(and other elements of the study) should be described. For example, in the brain and behavioral
sciences, Prager et al. (2019) provide practical recommendations for the information needed to
demonstrate statistical rigor in a publication, such as specifying the experimental design and units,
sample size determinations and power calculations, descriptions of the raw data and transforma-
tions of variables, data quality considerations such as outliers and how they were treated, and clear
indications of deviations from plans and how they were addressed. Similarly, author instructions
for animal research (ARRIVE 2.0) require inclusion of study design details such as treatment and
groups, experimental units, sample size and its determination, inclusion and exclusion criteria,
randomization, and blinding (Percie du Sert et al. 2020). To fulfill this requirement and support
rigor in study design and analysis, recommendations in a report published by the NIH repeatedly
center on the need for statistical input at the beginning of a study as a necessary step in addressing
reproducibility and replicability of research studies (ACD 2021).

4.2. Evaluating Data Quality

Data reusability depends on the data being of good quality. Many researchers do not know how
to assess the quality of a data source or examine what factors may promote its quality. Quality
evaluation is an underdeveloped component of data sharing practice, in part because approaches
vary in relation to the types of measurements and study designs used by a discipline. Fortunately,
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frameworks that could be useful in establishing a broad approach to data review are starting to
emerge from statistics and information science.

4.2.1. Statistical frameworks for data quality. Evaluating data quality from a statistical per-
spective is a multifaceted endeavor (Keller et al. 2017). It is illustrative to consider the context
of survey statistics and methodology, which has a long history of examining data quality and
its impacts on analysis through error frameworks (Groves & Lyberg 2010). The concept of to-
tal survey error (TSE) articulates uncertainties that arise in the survey process from errors in
representing the target population and obtaining survey responses (Groves et al. 2009). For ex-
ample, consider errors of representation. Coverage error occurs when a sampling frame used to
sample units for measurement either omits part of or includes more than the scope of the target
population or its subpopulations. During data collection, nonresponse for a reporting unit occurs
when no data are collected for the unit, which can be problematic if response rates differ across
meaningfully different parts of the population. In order to adjust for these representation issues,
researchers calculate survey weights for each responding unit to reflect the number of population
units represented by the responding unit, using covariates to mitigate potential bias. Similarly,
TSE acknowledges that errors occur in responses. Specification error describes the mismatch be-
tween the often unobservable target concept and the measurement method used to obtain data.
Systematic or random measurement error can arise from errors in the measurement process (e.g.,
recall bias in dietary intake often skews toward more desirable behaviors; respondents have diffi-
culty recalling what they consumed).Processing error occurs when errors are introduced in editing
data, handling missing data, or other computational steps. Evaluating these error sources not only
helps a researcher decide what adjustments can be made in acquiring and processing the data but
also provides information for articulating potential issues and limitations in the data source.

Because surveys have become more difficult to conduct, the TSE paradigm has been adapted
to incorporate big data sources such as administrative data, transactional data, social media data,
and other found sources (NASEM 2017). Zhang (2012) presents a two-phase model for multiple
data sources that starts with understanding the error in each data source, followed by evaluating
errors generated from integrating data sources into a single source. Using this framework, Amaya
et al. (2020) outline the process of generating analysis data from big data and survey data sources,
noting that, in contrast to the traditional survey data response process, steps in the big data pro-
cess are iterative and nonlinear in nature. They introduce the Total Error Framework, with error
components arising in both big data and survey data. Sources of error include coverage, sampling,
specification, nonresponse/missing data, processing,modeling/estimation, and analytic error. The
nature of some error sources is similar for survey response and big data. For example, coverage
error due to undercoverage, overcoverage, and duplication applies to both types of data, even if
the process of representation is different. In contrast, processing error may be larger for big data
due to difficulties in data linkage. As noted above, the lack of information on big data generation
mechanisms creates extra difficulties in adjusting for missingness in modeling and estimation.The
Total Error Framework offers a broader platform than TSE for considering a more formalized
approach to quality evaluation of shared research data.

Other data quality assessments account for the purpose associated with the reuse (Keller et al.
2017). In a separate extension of TSE, the Total Survey Quality Framework was developed to
incorporate components related to the purpose of using the data (Biemer 2010). The accuracy
dimension reflects TSE components and the degree to which TSE is minimized. Other compo-
nents reflect earlier discussions from information science research on data reusability (Section 3.2)
and FAIR principles (Section 2.1). For example, accessibility (data are easy to access), relevance
(data satisfy users’ needs), usability/interpretability (data are clearly documented and metadata are
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well managed), completeness (data have the elements needed to satisfy objectives), and credibility
(data are considered trustworthy by the community) are all part of the process data users employ
to assess the reusability of data. Remaining framework components include coherence (estimates
from different sources can be reliably combined), comparability (comparisons across demographic,
spatial, and temporal dimensions are valid), and timeliness (data are delivered on schedule).

These statistical error frameworks indicate that data quality is affected by both the errors that
arise in the data generating process and the context associated with the use of the data. While
data producers should consider future uses in preparing their shared data, they will not have full
knowledge of future reuses of their shared data and thus are in a better position to evaluate and
minimize error components related to constructing the analysis data. Reusers, on the other hand,
will want to consider both data generation and purpose-driven error components to assess quality
and data reusability.

4.2.2. Information science, publishing, and repository perspectives on data quality. In-
formation scientists define data quality in the context of curating digital objects for future use,
often expressed as “the ability of a data collection to meet user requirements” (Faniel et al. 2016,
p. 1405). They focus on attributes of shared digital objects that enable data reuse,mirroring statis-
tical frameworks that incorporate the purpose of the data. For example, Faniel et al. (2016) found
that user satisfaction with data reuse was associated with data completeness (in terms of cover-
age and missing data), accessibility, ease of use (well managed, easily manipulated), and credibility
(accurate, reliable, well documented to avoid misuse and increase confidence in use) and with the
quality of the documentation.

Repositories assess data quality as part of the data curation and archival process. Some ap-
proaches directly target reproducibility and replicability on the basis of a “replication standard”
that requires “sufficient information exists with which to understand, evaluate, and build upon a
prior work if a third party could replicate the results without any additional information from the
author” (King 1995, p. 444). Peer et al. (2014) summarize data review approaches used by selected
domain-specific and generalist repositories tomeet this standard.Data quality review is considered
a curatorial activity prior to making data accessible, with the purpose of maintaining and protect-
ing the value of research data. Curatorial tasks support nonstatistical requirements to facilitate
reusability, such as resolving format issues to ensure access and reusability, reviewing data to en-
sure they adhere to confidentiality restrictions, creating documentation and metadata to promote
interpretability, and assigning digital object identifiers to facilitate appropriate attribution. The
ICPSR offers an oft-copied example of this approach, with protocols for checking submissions of
data, study descriptions and methodology documentation for confidentiality issues and complete-
ness, formatting files to be accessible, and ensuring consistency between data and documentation
(see the Ingest chapter in ICPSR 2022). The Yale Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS)
has gone a step further by establishing a “replication” repository (sensu King 1995) to support
reproducible research (Peer & Green 2012). It employs statistical experts and embeds review of
data content in the curatorial process, extending protocols that mirror the ICPSR approach to
include reproduction of original research results using data and submitted code.

Approaches to curating for data quality are evolving. In the context of earth science data reuse,
Peng et al. (2022) report on emerging efforts to create guidelines for documenting, sharing, and
reusing quality information for individual data sets that align with FAIR principles.Their four-part
framework conceptualizes quality from the perspectives of science (the data generation process),
product (elements that relate to creating a shared data source), stewardship (curation-related
steps), and services (data uses). While it is too early to tell how data quality documentation will
be defined and assessed, these authors’ efforts offer a more integrated platform for information
scientists to holistically curate for data quality.
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Scholarly journals requiring data accessibility may also support a form of data quality re-
view through reproducibility evaluations. Christian et al. (2018) describe efforts by the American
Journal of Political Science (AJPS) to evaluate compliance with AJPS data sharing standards, includ-
ing reproducibility assessments. AJPS uses a dedicated repository service hosted by the University
of North Carolina’s Odum Institute for Research in Social Science, which, like ISPS, has staff
with statistical expertise. The approach is similar to that described by Peer et al. (2014) for evalu-
ating King’s (1995) replication standard. An issue faced by AJPS is the scalability of such reviews.
Christian et al. (2018) report that approximately 8 hours are devoted to fully reviewing a data
source, with only 10% of data sources shared with an article passing checks on the first run.Willis
& Stodden (2020) describe approaches taken by journals in their computational reproducibility
reviews (including the Journal of the American Statistical Association), noting issues of scalability
and variability in journal initiatives as well as researcher challenges. They propose the concept
of “assessable computational research artifacts,” which are digital objects containing information
required to reproduce findings and outcomes of the journal’s reproducibility evaluation, thereby
offering a persistent and linked record of the reproducibility review.

Researchers have attempted to address the scalability of quality checking through automation
of repository processes. For example, Stonebraker et al. (2013) describe an end-to-end data cu-
ration system designed to operate at scale and minimize human intervention. They define data
curation as “the act of discovering a data source(s) of interest, cleaning and transforming the new
data, semantically integrating it with other local data sources, and deduplicating the resulting com-
posite” (p. 1), addressing several issues that arise in nondesigned data. They suggest that features
of any end-to-end curation system should rely on automation to achieve scalability, incorporate
a process for data cleaning, build an interface that accommodates use by nonprogrammers, and
allow for a data integration process that is adapted as new sources become available. They also
note that the ability to rely on automation is greater when complete or at least considerable infor-
mation is available about the content and format of a data source. A second example is given by
Pezoulas et al. (2019), who outline an automated data quality assessment framework for curating
medical data that incorporates some statistical review.The approach hinges on data cleaning as the
foundation of data quality and on developing an automated system to scale the cleaning process
for large and complex medical data sources. Key elements of their process include detection of
missing values, outliers, and similarity in records (rows) or highly correlated variables (columns)
for further treatment, reflecting some of the error components discussed in quality frameworks.
In many of these attempts, the treatment of data is simplistic, but the concepts of automation and
large-scale quality assessment could be useful.

Finally, disciplinary repositories play an important role in establishing norms that promote
data reusability by ensuring that data are well documented and preserved for future access and
reuse. Some of the oldest and most effective examples are repositories developed for specific data
types that are used in a wide range of studies, such as genomic sequences, brain images, and as-
tronomic observations. Through community-based efforts, many of these specialist applications
have developed standards and tools to evaluate the quality and reusability of data to be deposited
in the repository. These archives generally use controlled vocabularies and formats for data con-
tent and file specifications, with algorithms that validate quality and compliance with standards
before data are ingested into the repository. By focusing on a specific and common form of data
that is driving advances in a field, these specialist repositories overcome hurdles associated with
scaling data quality checks and create services that reduce producer burden in preparing data. A
long-standing example is the Protein Data Bank, which is the “global archive of experimentally
determined three-dimensional structure data for biological macromolecules” (wwPDB Consort.
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2019, p. D520). More recently, neuroscientists have developed a standard for sharing brain im-
ages (Gorgolewski et al. 2016), which has been adopted by community repositories such as the
OpenfMRI repository (Poldrack et al. 2013).

5. ACTIONS FOR STATISTICIANS AND OTHER RESEARCHERS

Research practice in all fields, including statistics, is evolving to place a greater emphasis on rigor
and research transparency.As responsible scholars, it behooves statisticians to increase their aware-
ness of these transformations and update their practices to align with the new ways the scientific
method is being implemented. At a high level, this means taking a more holistic view of how their
own or their collaborators’ data are prepared for sharing and future reuse.

A good starting point to maximize the quality, reusability, and impact of shared data is to spend
more time in the planning phase on how reusability can be fostered.While future uses for shared
data may not be known, some researchers have found it helpful to consider their own reuse of
data at a later date (Nusser et al. 2021, Martone & Nakamura 2022, Mikytuck et al. 2022). It is
also useful to consider what it would take for someone to reproduce or replicate a research study
without assistance from the producer. Below is a list of topics to consider in planning to share
reusable data (they are interrelated but listed separately for clarity):

1. Plan for sharing. At the beginning of the study, extend planning beyond the design of the
research study itself to define what products will be shared to foster reusability and how they
will be made accessible. Products should include data, code, methods, materials, and other
artifacts needed to enable a future user to effectively use the data without assistance from
the data producer. Restricted data require additional attention for permission for future use
(e.g., through institutional review boards), terms of use expressed in the data license, and
how the data or their existence are made accessible (Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

2. Plan for error prevention. Consider error evaluation frameworks to identify potential
sources of error in data generation and with respect to the study purpose, and identify meth-
ods to avoid or minimize the impact of errors in data sources and manipulations. Consider
and minimize statistical issues commonly arising in reproducibility and replication studies
(Section 4).

3. Plan for methods and documentation capture. Identify a collaborative tracking and version-
ing platform to assist in managing the application and documentation of study methods.
Develop processes and conventions that can be consistently applied as workflows and auto-
mated to the degree possible for data acquisition, checking, and updating and for processing
and analyzing data. Consider future reusability by evaluating the quality and reasonableness
of the data as they are acquired and creating commented and versioned code. Use existing
disciplinary standards and open source resources, as well as approaches that allow data to
be born FAIR (Section 3.3).

4. Find a trusted repository that prioritizes reuse and transparency. When products are to be
preserved and made accessible, consider repository venues that are easily visible to others
who might benefit from future use of the data source, especially domain-specific reposito-
ries. When a generalist repository is used, consider what kind of curation they support and
the features that demonstrate that the repository is trustworthy (e.g., data quality review,
assigning PIDs) (Section 3.3).

5. Choose publishers that require sharing of research artifacts, data availability statements, and
quality checks on artifacts. Evaluate journal policies and practices in relation to the TOP
Guidelines to assess their support for research transparency. Look for checklists that specify
expectations for transparency in manuscripts and research products (Section 2.2).
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6. Stay informed and contribute to advancing research culture. Stay aware of and get involved
with disciplinary and pan-disciplinary transformations related to research transparency,
open research, and frameworks such as FAIR. Campus research offices and libraries typ-
ically offer the resources and training needed to understand what is involved in making
data publicly accessible and adopting new tools to reduce burden and enable sharing among
collaborators. International initiatives such as RDMkit (https://rdmkit.elixir-europe.org)
and GO-FAIR offer additional resources. Explore initiatives in your own and your col-
laborators’ fields to learn about current and emerging practices. Journals such as PLOS,
Science, andNature regularly publish articles on new developments in open research practice
(Section 2).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Data sharing has emerged as an essential element of scientific practice.Data are a primary source of
evidence supporting study conclusions and thus play a strong role in research transparency. They
fuel the potential to expand our knowledge base as researchers pose new questions with shared
data. Making data publicly accessible is now expected by funders and publishers unless there are
reasons to restrict data access. While many elements of the research ecosystem are evolving, the
basic requirement to share data has arrived.

Because data sharing is necessary but not sufficient for their effective reuse, the field of statis-
tics should consider the broader context of open science, research transparency, and other policy
changes that are affecting nearly all researchers in producing and sharing data. This review has
introduced the key concept of data reusability, which connects directly to the field of statis-
tics through an emphasis on rigor and error prevention and is informed by information science
practices for curating research artifacts for future use.

As researchers with expertise in study design, data handling, and inference, statisticians play
an important role in fostering statistically sound research studies that generate quality data.Many
of the statistical mishaps in planning a study, collecting data, and preparing a data source are fa-
miliar to statisticians. What is less familiar is how they are expressed in the paradigm of open
science and the downstream impact of errors on future use and the reputation of those who pub-
lish data. The plethora of statistical errors demonstrated through reproducibility and replication
studies emphasize the need for statistical expertise at all phases of research. This echoes the call
by Brownstein et al. (2019) for more involvement by statisticians in scientific studies, emphasizing
that nearly all elements of research studies have statistical elements and almost no elements are
purely statistical. Disciplines also recognize that they need this expertise, as is evident in the rec-
ommendations in the NIH report on enhancing rigor and transparency in animal research (ACD
2021).

An underdeveloped area in data sharing culture is giving more explicit attention to fostering
data quality. While it is difficult to avoid unintended errors entirely, the potential for error can
be more thoughtfully considered. Ideally, the potential for error at various stages in a research
workflow is evaluated in the planning process. Approaches and tools that can reduce or eliminate
errors should be considered and adopted whenever possible. Additionally, it is important to eval-
uate error in the data as they are produced, processed, and analyzed. In characterizing potential
errors, a good start for nonsurvey data sources is the Total Quality Framework proposed by Amaya
et al. (2020).This kind of framework can help statisticians and other researchers consider potential
quality issues in more detail and help them bring error assessment to the fore in collaborations.

Statisticians also need to focus beyond the data per se. The reusability of data requires other
contextual information, particularly well-documented and clean code for processing and analyzing
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the data and detailed descriptions of methods and materials involved in generating, processing,
and analyzing data. Overall, the field of statistics does not have a strong tradition of or training in
the curation of code or data, although some subfields like survey statistics have more experience.
Nor does statistical training involve efficient approaches for detailed record keeping, as is the
case for lab scientists. It behooves statisticians to join other disciplines in learning more about
how to capture information about the research process to support data reusability and research
transparency more broadly.
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